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Modeling the Electricity Market as a Complex 
Adaptive System with an Agent-Based Approach

by Vladimir S.
Koritarov

THE ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY AROUND THE WORLD IS
undergoing an extensive restructuring process. In many countries the tradi-
tional vertically integrated power utilities are being unbundled and
replaced with a number of separate business entities dealing with the gen-
eration, transmission, and distribution of electric power. One of the most
significant features of the restructuring process is the introduction of elec-
tricity markets, aimed at providing competitive electricity service to con-
sumers. As power markets are relatively new and still continue to evolve,
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there is a growing need for advanced modeling approaches
that simulate the behavior of electricity markets over time
and how market participants may act and react to the chang-
ing economic, financial, and regulatory environments in
which they operate. A new and rather promising approach is
to model the electricity market as a complex adaptive system
using an agent-based modeling and simulation approach. 

Agent-Based Modeling and Simulation
The complex interactions and interdependencies among par-
ticipants in today’s competitive, decentralized electricity mar-
kets are similar to those studied in game theory. However, the
nature of the power market is too complex (e.g., repeated auc-
tions, fluctuating supply and demand, non-storability of elec-
tricity, etc.)  to be conveniently modeled by standard game
theory techniques. In particular, the ability of market partici-
pants to repeatedly probe markets and adapt their strategies
adds complexity that is difficult to represent with conventional
techniques. Computational social science offers appealing
extensions to traditional game theory.

One technique of computational social
science involves the use of agent-based mod-
eling and simulation (ABMS) to study com-
plex social systems. ABMS consists of a set
of agents and a framework for simulating
their decisions and interactions. ABMS is
related to a variety of other simulation tech-
niques, including discrete event simulation
and distributed artificial intelligence or multi-
agent systems. Although many traits are
shared, ABMS is differentiated from these
approaches by its focus on finding the set of
basic decision rules and behavioral interac-
tions that can produce the complex results
experienced in the real world. ABMS tools
are designed to simulate the interactions of
individuals and study the macro-scale conse-
quences of these interactions. Each entity in
the system under investigation is represented

by an agent in the model. An agent is thus a software repre-
sentation of a decision-making unit. Agents are self-directed
objects with specific traits. They typically exhibit bounded
rationality; that is, they make decisions by using internal
decision rules that depend on imperfect local information. In
practice, each agent has only partial knowledge of other
agents and each agent makes its own decisions based on the
partial knowledge of the system.

The purpose of an ABMS model is not necessarily to predict
the outcome of a system, rather it is to reveal and understand the
complex and aggregate system behaviors that emerge from the
interactions of the heterogeneous individual entities. Emergent
behavior is a key feature of ABMS and is not easily inferred
from the simple sum of the behavior of its components.

EMCAS Approach
The ability of ABMS to capture the independent decision-
making behavior and interactions of individual agents in a
common framework provides a very good platform for the
modeling and simulation of electricity markets. Unlike

conventional electric systems analysis tools, the Elec-
tricity Market Complex Adaptive System (EMCAS)
model, developed by Argonne National Laboratory,
does not postulate a single decision maker with a sin-
gle objective for the entire system. Rather, agents in
the simulation are allowed to establish their own
objectives and apply their own decision rules. This
approach allows agents to learn from their previous
experiences and change their behavior as future
opportunities arise. That is, as the simulation pro-
gresses, agents can adapt their strategies on the basis
of the success or failure of previous efforts. This
approach is especially suited to analyze electricity
markets with many participants, each with their own
objectives. It allows testing of regulatory structures
before they are applied to real systems.
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figure 1. Electricity market agents.

figure 2. Agent learning process.
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The modeling framework can be described in terms of three
main components: agents, interaction layers, and planning
periods. The agents represent the participants in the electricity
market. The interaction layers signify the environment in
which the agents reside and interact with each other. The plan-
ning periods correspond to the different time horizons for
which the agents make decisions regarding their participation
in the market.

Agents
In the simulation, different agents are used to capture the het-
erogeneity of restructured markets (Figure 1), including gen-
eration companies (GenCos), demand companies (DemCos),
transmission companies (TransCos), distribution companies
(DistCos), independent system operators (ISOs), consumers,
and regulators. The agents are specialized and perform
diverse tasks using their own decision rules. A special feature
of the agents is that they can learn and adapt based on past
performance and changing conditons. Agents learn about the
market and the actions of other agents using two forms of
learning: observation-based learning and exploration-based
learning. The observation-based learning (Figure 2)  goes
through a structured process that includes a

✔ look back—an evaluation of past performance
✔ look ahead—a projection of the future state of the

electricity market
✔ look sideways—a determination of what others have

done.
As a result of these evaluations, an agent can choose to 1)

maintain the current strategy, 2) adjust the current strategy, or
3) switch to a new strategy. 

Using exploration-based learning, agents explore entirely
new market strategies and observe the results of their actions.
Once a strategy is found that performs well, it is exercised
and fine-tuned as subtle changes occur in the marketplace.
When more dramatic market changes take place and a strate-
gy begins to fail, an agent may more frequently explore new
strategies in an attempt to adapt to the dynamic and evolving
supply and demand forces in the marketplace. Even when a
strategy continues to perform well, agents periodically
explore and evaluate other strategies in their search for one
that performs better. Through this process, agents engage in a
price discovery process and learn how they may potentially
influence the market through their own actions to improve
their own utility.

Generation Companies
The GenCo agents represent the business units that own gen-
erators. GenCos may own a single unit and operate like an
independent power producer. They may also own multiple
plants (Figure 3) and be part of a larger corporate parent that
provides other products in the electricity market. Decisions
on how and when to operate its generation equipment and
what prices to charge for its output are made separately by
each GenCo agent based on the agent’s business strategy.
This business strategy, however, does not have to remain stat-
ic. Rather, GenCo agents may change strategies as learning
and adaptation occurs. Some GenCos may strive to exploit
the physical limitations of the power system and the market
rules under which they operate as a means to increase profit.
For example, if a GenCo learns that under certain conditions
it can exercise market power, then it may decide to increase
its bid prices. However, this higher bid price will increase the
risk that it will be rejected in the market. A company that has
learned that it has little influence over the market or is risk-
averse may decide not to increase bid prices.

The business profile of a GenCo is described using multi-
attribute utility theory. The business profile consists of objec-
tives, risk preference, and a utility function. The business
objectives are the parameters that the company uses to deter-
mine the desirability of the various options it has available.
The most commonly used business objective is profit. Other
objectives, such as market share, can be included. The
GenCo’s risk preference is determined by a parameter that
characterizes the company as risk neutral, risk prone, or risk
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figure 3. Generation company agents.
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averse. The objectives and risk preference are combined to
form a company utility function. Each GenCo seeks to maxi-
mize its expected utility throughout the simulation and each
GenCo can have a different business profile in order to test
the effects of different company business styles. The utility
function represents the primary measure of how well the
GenCo agent is performing. In the terminology of agent-
based modeling, it is the “fitness function” that determines if
the agent should continue in its current course of action or
should seek to adapt.

Demand Companies
Demand company (DemCo) agents represent the business
units that sell electricity to consumers. In some markets
they are referred to as “load-serving entities.” DemCos pur-
chase this electricity either by entering into bilateral con-
tracts with GenCos or by buying electricity from the pool
market. A DemCo does not need to have a specific service
territory and may serve consumers from anywhere in the
study area. DemCos make decisions on how much electrici-
ty to buy, what price they are willing to pay, and what to
charge their consumers.

A DemCo’s business profile is described in the same
manner as that of a GenCo. That is, the profile consists of
objectives, risk preferences, and a utility function. The
objectives and risk preferences can be different for each
DemCo. Throughout a simulation, each DemCo seeks to
maximize its own utility. Learning and adaptation by
DemCo agents occurs in a manner analogous to what is
experienced by  GenCos.

Transmission
Companies
The physical transmission sys-
tem is represented by a set of
nodes and links that represent
buses and lines, respectively.
The operation of the transmis-
sion system is governed by
decisions made by the ISO
agent and the transmission
company (TransCo) that owns
the facilities. TransCos earn
revenue by collecting a trans-
mission use charge in addition
to an implicit transmission
congestion charge. This con-
gestion charge is calculated
based on the differences in
locational marginal prices
(LMPs).

Distribution Companies
Distribution companies (Dist-
Cos) own and operate the
lower voltage distribution sys-

tem. They provide distribution services to GenCos and Dem-
Cos but do not engage in strategic business practices.
Multiple DistCos can be included in the simulation, each
with a specific service territory. DistCos apply a distribution
services fee structure. The fee may vary by DistCo and, for a
given DistCo, may vary by network node and consumer
type. The distribution fee is paid by consumers and is
accounted for as revenue to the DistCo.

Consumers
A simulation may include residential, commercial, industrial,
and other electricity consumers. In theory, the simulation may
be done for individual consumers (e.g., a single household or
a single industrial facility). In practice, the number of con-
sumers included in a simulation is limited by available data
and by computational constraints. Consumer agents exhibit
learning and adaptation by responding to the price of electric-
ity. The consumer agent has two basic choices to respond to
prices: 1) reduce electricity consumption and 2) switch elec-
tricity supplier if retail choice is an option in the market.
Since most consumers do not have access to hourly or daily
electricity price information, their response to price changes
lags behind. For most consumers, the response of reducing
consumption occurs at the time of receipt of monthly electric-
ity bills. The response of switching suppliers usually occurs
on approximately an annual basis, depending on the terms
and conditions of supply contracts.

ISO
This agent represents an independent system operator (ISO),
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figure 4. Interaction layers.
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regional transmission organization, or independent transmis-
sion provider, depending on what organizational structure is
in place. The ISO exercises several functions in a simulation
including the following:

✔ operation of the forward market for energy
✔ operation of the forward mar-

ket for ancillary services
✔ dispatch of the physical system
✔ computation of settlement pay-

ments to market participants.
The ISO does not engage in any

strategic behavior but seeks to oper-
ate the power system in the most effi-
cient, lowest-cost manner given the
information it receives from the mar-
ket participants and the physical
characteristics of the system. The
ISO sets system reliability parameters
that will be used for system opera-
tion, such as various reserve margins.
It also sets the procedures used to
operate the forward market as well as
bilateral contract treatment.

Regulator
The regulator agent sets the market
rules. Parameters that can be speci-
fied include 1) the type of allowable
markets, that is, bilateral contracts, pool energy, and ancil-
lary services markets; 2) pricing and settlement rules,
including uniform versus discriminatory auction as well as
price caps; and 3) taxes and end user tariffs.

Interaction Layers
The interaction layers provide the environment in which the
agents operate. This environment, illustrated in Figure 4, is
typically multidimensional; that is, agents operate within sev-
eral interconnected layers, including a physical layer, several
business layers, and a regulatory layer.

Physical Layer
The physical layer at the bottom of the figure represents the
system elements that are involved in the physical generation,
transmission, distribution, and consumption of electricity.
Consumer loads, generators, and transmission nodes and
links together make up the physical part of the electricity

market. Typically, the distribution system is not modeled in
detail to keep the analysis and computing requirements with-
in reasonable limits.

In the physical layer, the ISO exercises its dispatch function
to operate the system to match generation and load and to
adjust to changes in load, generator or transmission outages,

and other unplanned events. The ISO uses a transmission-con-
strained optimal power flow (OPF) methodology to dispatch
generators to meet the load. This part of the simulation relies
on conventional power flow methods to ensure that the physi-
cal limitations of the system are observed.

Business Layer—Bilateral Contracts Market
In the bilateral contracts market, GenCos and DemCos can
negotiate private contracts for the purchase and sale of elec-
tricity. In the simulation, bilateral contracts begin with a series
of requests for proposals (RFPs) that are initiated by DemCos.
A DemCo formulates an RFP for capacity and energy on the
basis of the anticipated needs of its customers and its risk tol-
erance for exposure to pool market price volatility. This
process is performed independently by each DemCo and is
subject to uncertainty. If a DemCo chooses to participate in
the bilateral market, one or more RFPs are sent to select Gen-
Cos. RFPs can be issued for energy deliveries that are constant
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figure 5. Planning periods.
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over all hours of the contract term or vary over time. GenCos
analyze RFPs, formulate bid responses, and send these to
DemCos. The response includes prices for all or some portion
of the requested capacity and energy. DemCos evaluate the

responses that they receive and either accept or reject the
offers. On the basis of the bilateral agreements forged among
market players and lessons learned from previous bid rounds,
both DemCos and GenCos revise their marketing strategies

for the next round of RFPs. 

Business Layer—Pool Markets
Pool markets (or spot markets) for energy
and ancillary services serve as central clear-
ing points for buyers and sellers and are
operated by the ISO. Pool markets are typi-
cally conducted at the day-ahead and hour-
ahead time scales. The ISO is responsible
for posting public information that is avail-
able to all agents, including unit outage
data, historical pool clearing prices and sys-
tem-level loads, and load projections. Each
agent in the market submits bids independ-
ently, without any information regarding the
bids placed by its competitors. The simula-
tion has two pool market options. The first
is the locational marginal price option in
which all GenCos get paid the marginal bid
to serve loads at a specific location. The
LMP is paid to all GenCos that sell power
at a specific location regardless of the
agent’s bid price. The second pool market
option is referred to as “pay-as-bid” in
which each GenCo that is accepted gets
paid the price that it bids.

In the day-ahead pool energy market,
GenCos’ hourly offers are based on bidding
strategies that are formulated for the entire
day. The offer prices may vary as a function
of time of day. GenCos use public informa-
tion as well as private information to formu-
late their bidding strategies. A unit
commitment algorithm is employed by
GenCos to determine if units can be prof-
itably operated at projected prices. DemCos
also prepare bids into the pool energy mar-
ket. They specify how much energy they
are willing to purchase at a given price. In
effect, their bids represent a demand curve.
On the basis of bid prices, transmission
constraints, and energy security considera-
tions, the ISO accepts or rejects the bids it
receives and establishes the dispatch sched-
ule for the next day. 

In addition to the pool energy market,
the simulation includes several ancillary
services markets after the pool market
closes. These are markets for regulation,
spinning, non-spinning, and replacement
reserve. The amount of these services that
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figure 6. Results of GenCo price probing strategies.
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is purchased by the ISO is a function of system reliability
and security parameters. Since ancillary services markets are
cleared last, in the simulation GenCos must anticipate the
costs, benefits, and risks associated with these markets in
their overall marketing strategy. If all of a GenCo’s resources
are committed in other markets, then the opportunity to par-
ticipate in ancillary services markets is lost. On the other
hand, if generating capabilities are reserved for these mar-
kets and ancillary services bids are not accepted, potential
profits that could have been made in other markets are lost. 

Business Layer—T&D Companies
The transmission and distribution company layer is designed
to account for the ownership of the transmission and distribu-
tion systems and for the fees charged by these companies for
the use of their facilities. The TransCos and DistCos may be
part of a single corporate parent, along with a GenCo and
DemCo as well. This corporate connection can be considered
while maintaining a separate accounting of each business unit.

Regulatory Layer
The regulatory layer represents the regulatory side of the
electricity market that establishes market rules and monitors
market performance. In the simulation, the user provides
input as the regulator.

Planning Periods
The underlying structure of the simulation is a time continuum
ranging from hours to decades. Modeling over this range of
time scales is necessary to understand the complex operation of
electricity marketplaces. Six distinct time scales or decision lev-
els are important, including hourly dispatch, and day-ahead,
week-ahead, month-ahead, year-ahead, and multi-year planning
(Figure 5). At each decision level agents make decisions regard-
ing their next activities in the market. For example, at the long-
term planning level, GenCos commit to capacity expansion. At
the year-ahead level, they set planned maintenance schedules.
At month ahead they determine intermediate term bidding strat-
egy. At day ahead, they bid into selected markets. Each agent
has a different set of decisions to make at each planning level.
Decisions made at the longer time periods ripple down to affect
decisions at shorter time horizons.

Treatment of Uncertainties
The uncertainties of system operation and randomness of

forced outages of generating units and transmission lines are
modeled through a so-called “special event generator.” The
special event generator provides the ability to inject events
into the simulation that force the system to deviate from the
procedures developed in the planning levels. The special
event generator can be used to inject unplanned incidents,
including unexpected variations in load, generator outages,
and transmission outages.

Analysis Capabilities
Despite the rapid changes and turmoil recently experienced in
the power industry around the world, what remains
unchanged is the need to fully understand, accurately model,
and analyze in detail today’s evolving power markets. Simu-
lating the operation of the newly evolving power markets
needs to take into account a host of technical and engineering
variables and basic market fundamentals that increasingly
drive the operation of the underlying physical system. This is
true regardless of the market structure in the region or coun-
try under investigation; that is, from heavily regulated sys-
tems to fully or partially deregulated markets, or even newly
reregulated systems.

With its unique combination of various novel approaches,
the ABMS modeling system provides the ability to capture
and investigate the complex interactions between the physical
infrastructures (generation, transmission, and distribution)
and the economic behavior of market participants that are a
trademark of the newly emerging markets. 

An illustration of the results that can be obtained with an
ABMS-based model is provided in Figure 6. A relatively
large test system, consisting of approximately 2,000 buses
arranged within nine price zones, was modeled assuming dif-
ferent GenCo bidding strategies over a three-month analysis
period. The first scenario represents a base case in which all
GenCos are submitting strictly production cost-based bids for
all of their capacity blocks. For a given electricity demand
pattern, this base case scenario establishes a reference case
for the assessment of LMPs resulting from different bidding
strategies. For this case, no price elasticity or demand
response were assumed on the part of electricity consumers. 

The second scenario was modeled with the assumption
that all GenCos are applying a fixed-increment price probing
strategy in which they increase their bid prices by, for exam-
ple, 5% for all capacity blocks that were accepted in the pre-
vious day’s market. Similarly, GenCos decrease their bid
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The ABMS modeling system provides the ability to capture
and investigate the complex interactions between the physical
infrastructures  and the economic behavior of market participants.



prices by the same amount (5%) for all capacity blocks that
were not accepted in the previous day’s market. The results
obtained for this relatively simple bidding strategy show a
clear trend of increasing LMPs during the peak hours. How-
ever, the off-peak prices tend to quickly stabilize and remain
more or less constant at a level that is somewhat higher than
the pure production cost level. 

The third scenario assumed that some GenCos still apply
the same fixed-increment price probing strategy as in the sec-
ond scenario, while most of the larger GenCos revert to pro-
duction cost-based bidding. The results obtained for this
scenario show LMPs that are mostly higher than in the refer-
ence case, but without the continuously increasing trend dur-
ing peak hours as obtained in the second scenario. Obviously,
in the third scenario, the amount of generating capacity
offered by large GenCos at production cost prices was suffi-
cient to keep the market prices in check and relatively stable.
Although rather simple, these three scenarios show that dif-
ferent adaptation and learning strategies of market partici-
pants may result in very different market behaviors even
when the same physical system is analyzed. 

In summary, the ABMS approach is well positioned to
address the strategic issues of interest to different market par-
ticipants and stakeholders, such as:

✔ short (daily) and long-term (multiple years) price fore-
casting of hourly LMPs (by bus/node/zone/hub—by
hour or averaged over various time periods)

✔ resource forecasting and asset valuation including unit-
level hourly, daily, monthly, and annual operation,
costs, revenues, and profits

✔ portfolio valuation to determine the market value of
company portfolios consisting of a mix of contracts
and generating resources

✔ long-term system expansion and merchant plant evaluation
✔ volatility and risk analysis
✔ market design and development 
✔ transmission congestion 
✔ market monitoring and market power, etc.

Given the unique characteristics of electricity, power
markets are subject to levels of volatility not typically seen
in other commodity markets. Identifying and understanding
the fundamental drivers of this volatility and quantifying the
extent of volatility is key to limiting risk exposure for many
market participants. Government and regulatory agencies as
well as market operators need to understand the potential
for volatility and price spikes in their jurisdiction or service
territory. Price spikes may be a legitimate result of supply
shortages and/or transmission bottlenecks, or they may
occur because market participants are able to game the mar-
ket; that is, they find ways to exploit certain market rules
and engage in noncompetitive behavior to drive up prices.
While the regulatory perspective may be concerned with
limiting or eliminating the exposure of consumers to poten-
tially substantial price spikes, the business perspective of
other market participants demands that they identify and

manage their risk exposure. By relying on both established
engineering modeling techniques as well as advanced quan-
titative economic market principles, the ABMS approach is
uniquely suited to addressing the strategic issues of interest
to different market participants as well as those of market
monitors and regulators.
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